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Changin’ Your Game Plan: How to use incarceration as a stepping stone for success is the new
book by twice published author, motivational speaker, and entrepreneur Randy Kearse.

  

Randy Kearse is also the author of the STREET TALK: Da Official Guide to Hip-Hop & Urban
Slanguage’, the extraordinary collection of hip-hop and urban words and phrases that is truly
the dictionary for today’s hip-hop culture. STREET TALK:
Da Official Guide to Hip-Hop & Urban Slanguage’
is a 700 page plus lexicon that interprets the hip-hop and urban slang vernacular.

  

Randy Kearse, once deemed a menace to society by a judge who sentenced him to 15 years in
prison for conspiracy to distribute narcotics, has served his lengthy sentence and has returned
to society a changed man.

While in prison Randy Kearse poured his energy into writing books and re-writing his future.
Merely one year out of prison and Randy has been on a continual crusade to help young people
avoid the same pitfalls that sent him away. 

  

Randy takes readers on the journey of change. A journey one should embark on while
incarcerated in order to live a positive, productive and successful life after prison.

  

Randy Kearse’s book, ‘Changin’ Your Game Plan’, isn’t limited to physical incarceration; he
speaks extensively about mental incarceration. He rips apart the so-called ‘game’ that has so
many people stagnant and unable to reach their full potential in life. 

  

He has an important message for the youth of today. Using his knowledge and experience from
his former street life he is very effective getting young people to listen to his message.
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As president of Big MOUTH Street Media Inc, Randy Kearse is dedicated to the promotion of
positive images in the African American community.

  

Born and raised in Brooklyn, N.Y. Randy Kearse grew up in Farragut housing projects. He
provides people with a formula to turn a negative situation into a positive opportunity.

  

Check out this latest release ‘Changin’ Your Game Plan: How to use incarceration as a stepping
stone for success’.

Visit www.blackmeninamerica.com

For more on Randy Kearse contact www.randykearse.com randykearse@yahoo.com www.
allaboutrandykearse.com

  

*Read more on the Randy Kearse book STREET TALK: Da Official Guide to Hip-Hop & Urban
Slanguage’ HERE
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